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ABSTRACT

A study has been made on the traffic signal performance in the
Dhaka Metropolitan Area. The' traffic signal at Maghbazar intersection
was investigated as a particular case in this regard. The study
included a detailed review of literature concerning various aspects
of traffic signals. It also included collection of necessary data by
field investigation and analyzing them to evaluate the overall
performance of traffic signal. The field investigation involved
vehicular volume count by type on all the approaches 'of the inter-
section during peak hours and the speed distribution of the approa-
ching traffic stream. Based on the data collected from the field,
traffic phasing and the optimum cycle length were determined. The
calculated cycle length and the traffic phasing were compared with
the existing phasing by considering various aspects, traffic delay
in particular to appraise the designed signal timings •.The optimum
cycle length of three phase signal was determined to be of.73 seconds
compared with existing length of 105 seconds. This reduced cycle
length has the potential to reduce overall delays by about 54%.
After detailed examination of the various aspects of the traffic

-signal along with other traffic control devices and subsequent
field investigations, potential remedial measures were suggested to
alleviate traffic conflicts and safety hazards. Their applications
were recommended for overall improvements of the traffic signal
performance at the intersection. It is also recommended that similar.
examination should be carried out at other major intersections
towards better performance of the traffic.
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CHAPTER -1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Traffic signals are an essential component of traffic control
devices. The installation of traffic signals has a central role in
attending traffic hazards at the critical points of road system such
as intersection. An intersection is the focal point of ,conflicts and
congestion. Since it is common to two or more roadways(Pignataro,197~

In an uncontrolled intersection crossing, converging and
diverging movements of traffic stream are found to occur (Hobbs,1979~'
The conflicting movements of traffic from different approaches of the
intersection result in the reduction of speeds causing delay,
increased congestion and greater possibility of accidents (Ogden and
Bennett, 1981). AS the frequency and severity of intersection
conflicts increase, regulation and control of traffic become nece-
ssary which may be done by the installation of traffic control
devices such as, signals, signs and pavement markings.

A traffic s~gnal is a power operated traffic control device
by ,tilichtraffic is,warned and directed to take some specific
action. The primary aims of signal, control at an intersection are:

i) to reduce conflicts and hence the potential for accidents,
ii) to better regulate and stabilize traffic movements, and
iii) hence reduce delays(Ogden 'and Bennett, 1981)
The installation of traffic signals provides a temporal split

in vehicle rights-of-way to enable the efficient and safe movement
of conflicting traffic streams. It is at "the change of right-of-way
that the accident potential is highest. Design standards provide
strict guidelines to minimise these potential conflicts by defining
i) geometric layout requirements and ii) operational performance.
requirements. A signal has the potential to reduce both the
number and severity of accidents occurring at the intersection.
However, to realise this potential, strict attention must be paid
to proper signal design and installation.

,.
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1.2 Performance of Traffic Signal

According to Pignataro (1973) traffic signals are useful in
releivingcongestion and unsafe situations where no other control
device is adequate. The alternating assignment of right-of~\1ay
to intersection legs can eliminate most or all conflicting movements
in the intersection area.

When signals are used in STOP & GO operation, it is necessary
to determine hOVImuch of the total time available at the intersection
will be apportioned to each flow of traffic movement. At a given
intersection the total traffic is broken up into phase of movement
in which one or more flows will take place. Certin flows are ascribed
in the right of entry to the intersection and are given a green
(i.e. ,GO) signal aspect, while all other flovls are stopped and
given a red (i.e.,STOP) signal aspect. The objective of phasing is
to'accommodate all traffic mo~ement with increased safety and
minimum delay. Safety urges a phasing which will reduce or eliminate
all potential conflicts. On the otherhand consideration for minimum
delay impels a phasing which will accept as many simultaneous
flows as practicable, to achieve a high volume of accommodation.
(Matson, et a1,1955).
1.3 Objective of the Study.

For the proper design and installation of traffic control
devices a study should be made regarding vehicular and pedestrian
volumes, accident hazards, co-ordinated movement and traffic flow
characteristics. The proposed research aims at the study of the
existing system and performance of traffic signal at Maghbazar
intersection. Essentially, this requires the examination of traffic
volume, delay and accident characteristics.

The main objective of the study is to improve the control
and regulation of traffic particularly at the intersections, in
terms of safety, economy, and efficiency. The objective could be
achieved only \Ihen the traffic are regulated and controlled in
an effective manner based on proper traffic engineering practice.
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1.4 Justification of the Study.

The operation and safety characteristics of the road system
depends more on intersections than any other single parameter
under the control of the road design engineer (Ogden & Bennett, 19811

.•j . .
The importance of inte~sections as major elements in the road
system may be stressed by accident statistics which show that
about 52~~of all casualty accidents in the central Dhaka city
occur at the intersections (Hoque,1981).

The results of the study of traffic signal performance at
Maghbazar intersection' would necessiate the need of studying
other similar important intersections in the city.
1.5. The study Area.

Hazardo!'.:3~)3ttern of traffic flow is a common phenomencJn
at almost all the intersections of the Dhaka Metropolitan Area.
The hazards are associated with lack of design and control of
intersections Gnd comprises the following contributory factors
(Hoque, 1981).

i) Lack of intersection capacity
ii). The left lanes are constantly occupied by the slow moving

vehicles causing hazards to fast moving vehicles.
iii) Blockage of through lanes by vehicles which intend to makeright turn.
iv) The major portion (sometimes entire portion) of carriage-

ways are occupied by dominant percentage of the slo\"1moving vehicles.
v) Curbside stopping and parking near intersections are theregular affairs.
vi) Driveuays at the intersections are creating extra hazardsto flo\"!of the traffic.
vii) The sequence of police control operations happens to be

mis~2ading more often and create traffic conflicts atthe intersections.
viii)Frequentwrong side maneuvering at the intersection creating

hazards both for the pedestrian crossing as well as the
vehicles turning into, and.passing through the intersections

ix) Lack of traffic signals exclusively for the pedestrian
crossing at some of the major intersections.

x) Lack of willingness of the pedestrian to usc over-passes
\"!hereverprovided.
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The intersection at Maghbazar may be considered as one of
major intersections of the Dhaka city. Besides, the south and
southeast bound commercial vehicles from both Aricha and Joydevpur
pass through this intersection to reach their destinations beyond
Dhalca city. As such this intersection is an important one and
deserves urgent attention. This study aims at the investigation
of the existing system and performance of traffic signal at
Maghbazar intersection. Essentially this requires the examination
of traffic volumes, delay and accident characteristics at the
intersection.
1.6 Study Outline

This study consists mainly of analytical study to determine
all the parameter of signal design for which vehiclular, and
pedestrian study are required. This study involves some important
steps which are outlined in the following steps.

1.6.1 Survey Phase
1) Traffic survey for determining peak hour volume,pattern

of turning movements, composition of traffic (percentage
of different types of vehicles, e.g.,slow and fast moving
vehicles).

2) Preliminary survey of the intersection area and its
approaches in connection with traffic signs, traffic
marJdngs on pavements.

3) 11easurement of widths of the carriage way of the approaches
of the intersection.

4) Study of existing cycle time, phasing, amber time and all
red time if any. .

5) Vehicle speed study for determining allowable speed.
6) Study of pedestrians crossing the intersection legs.

1.G.2 Analysis of Data
1) imalizing the traffic data collected from the field study.
2) Designing optimum cycle time and its splits.
3) Comparing the results with the existing cycle time.
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CHAPTER - 2.

TlillOIlliTICAL ASPECTS OF TRAFFIC SIGNAL

2.1 Introduction

The chapter introduces the theoretical aspects of traffic nignal
by defining dlfferent terms and describing their relationship i'lith
the traffic signal performance.
2.2 Definitions

The study of traffic signal performance should include a number
of useful definitions of several traffic engineering aspects which are
somehow related to the traffic signal. The following definitions have
implications to the study.

2.2.1 Intersection
An intersection is a node within a road system where roads meet

or cross in order that vehicles may transfer from one route. to another
(Ogden & Bennett,1981)

The legal intersection with its relevant parameters may be repre-
sented as shovm in Fig.2.1.

2.2.2 Traffic Control Devices
Traffic control devices are all signs; signals, markings and

devices placed on or adjacent to a street or highway, by authority
of a public body or official having jurisdiction to regulate, ii8.rn
or guide traffic (Hanual on uniform traffic control Devices,BPfl,1961)

2.2.3 Traffic Signal
A traffic sir,nal may be defined as a power operated device for

regulating, directing or warning the motorists or the pedestrians in
an efficient and effective manner. The traffic signal installed at an
intersection alternately assigns the use of the intersection central
area first to one stream of traffic, then to another. Right-of-way
is allocated by time seperation of conflicts(Pignataro,1973).
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2.2.lf Traffic Sign
A traffic sign is a device mounted on a fixed or portable

support, v[hereby a specific message is conveyed by means of words
or symbols officially errected for the purpose of regulating,
warning or guiding traffic(Pignataro, 1973).
2.2.5 Traffic Marking

Traffic markings are all lines,patterns,words,colours, or
other devices, except signs, set into the surface of, applied upon,
or to objects within or adjacent to the roadway, officially
placed for the purpose of regulating, warning or guiding traffic
(Pignataro, 1973).
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2.2.6 Traffic
Vehicles, persons (pedestrians) or animals travelling on a

road considered collectively, are traffic.
2.2.7 Traffic Volume

The number of vehicles passing a given point during a specified
period of time or the number of vehicles that pass over a given
section of a lane or a roadway during a specified period 9f time
(Highway Capacity 11anual, HRBSR 87, 1965)

-2.2.8 Peak Hour Traffic
The highest number of vehicles found to be passing over a

,section of a lane or a roadway during 60 consecutive minutes. This
term may be applied to a daily peak hour or a yearly peak hour.
(Pignataro, 1973)
2.2.9 Peak Hour factor

A ratio of the volume occuring during the peak hour to the
maximum rate offloVi during a given time period within the peale hour.
It is a measure of peaking characteristics, whose maximum attainable
value is unity. The term must be qualified by a specified short
period within the hours; this is usually 5 or 6 minl,ltesfor free",my
operation, and 15 minutes for intersection operation (Pignataro,1973).
2.2.10 Passenger Car Equivalent (PCE)

Often in traffic engineering practice the number of vehicles
is converted to equivalent passenger car units by multiplying the
number of vehicles viith appropriate(recommended)factors. The factor
is termed asPCU factor(Sharma,1985).
2.2.11 Cycle Time

The number of seconds requied for one complete revolution of
the timing dial or fOr one complete sequence of signal indications.
(Pignataro, 1973)

The cycle time may be measured as the time required ,for the
complete sequence of events from the start of green of a particular
phase ,until the start of green again for that phase(Fig.2.2).
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2.2. '12 TileTraffic PhG:>e
A part of the time cycle allocated to any traffic movement

-receiving the right-of-"\;ay,or to any combination of traffic movements
receiving the right-of-l,:-aysimultaneously during one or more intervals.
~ traffic movement can signify a vehicular movement alone, a pedes-
trian movement '-,Jons,or a combination of vehicular and pedestraian
movements. The sum of all traffic phases is equal xo the time cycle.
(Pignataro, 1973)
2.2.13 Clearance Interval/Amber Time

A yellow lighting of short interval immediately following
the green to advise the motorists that the red interval is about to
commence and to permit the motorists to corne to a safe stop and
to allow the vehciels that have entered the intersection legally
sufficient time to clear the point of conflict prior to release the
opp'osing vehicles(Hobbs, 1979 )'.
2.2.14 All-red Interval

The time of display of a red indication for all entering
traffic. It is some times used following a clearance interval to
permit vehicles or pedes trains to clear an excessively large
intersection before opposing vehicles receive a green indication.
It may also be used to create an exclusively pedestrain phase
(Pignataro, 1973)
2.2.15 Intergreen Period

The period of time between the termination of the green
indication for one phase(or group) and the begining of the green
indi9ation for the next successive phase(or group). Intergreen time
comprises the closing amber and all-red period (Homburger & Kell,1981)

The signal aspect with a two phase system may be shown
diagrammatically as out lined in Fig.2.2.
2.2.16 Pedestrian Phase

A phase 'of sign3l time allotted exclusively to pedes train
traffic.These are erected for the exclusive purpose of directing
pedestrain traffic at signalized locations. They consist of WALK-DON'T
Ul\LK signals ,(Pignat8To,1973).



2.2.13 Saturation Flow

2.2.17 Design Hourly Volume or Arrival Flow
Traffic volumes are much hea~ier during certain hours of the

day or year and it is for these peak hours that the traffic signal
is designed (Pignataro, 1973).
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It is the maximum flow of vehicle that can pass through. an
intersection from one approach without impedance by signal(Hobbs,1979).

The saturation flow along with the starting delay and the
.stopping delay intervals can be represented diagrammatically as shown
in fig. 2.3.
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2.2.19 Delay'
This is the time lost while traffic is impeded by some element

over which the driver has no control. Delay occurs mainly due to
traffic friction and traffic contro '1 devices. Delay may be of four
types, namely :-

i) Fixed Delav.
regardless of the amount

ii) Operational Delay. The delay caused by interference from
other components of the traffic stream.

iii) Travel-time Delay. This delay is the difference betueen
the actual time required to traverse a section of s.treet or high'lay
and the time corresponding to the average speed of traffic at a point
of uncongested flow on the section.

iv) Stopped-time Delay. This is the time:avehicl.e is actually
standing still because of any influencing factor.

( Hobbs,1979)



Two opposing stream of traffic flow intersec-
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2.2.20 spot Speed
A spot speed is the speed of traffic at one point or spot

on a trafficway. The spot speed study consists of a series, or a
sample, of observations of the individual speeds at I'lhichvehicles
are approaching an intersection or passing a point at a noninter-
section location. These observations are used to estimate the
speed distribution of the entire traffic otream at thut location,
under the conditions prevailing at the time of the study(Pignataro,
1973)•
2.2.21 85th Percentile Speed

That speed below which 85 percent of all traffic units travel,
and above I'lhich15 percent travel. This is used in e:::;tablishing
maximum speed limit and safe speed. The 85th percentile speed is
sometimes referred to as critical speed (Pignataro,1973).
2.2.22 Design Speed

A speed determined for design as related to the physical
features of a highway that might influence vehicle operation. It
is the maximum safe speed that can be maintained over a specified
section ofhir;hvl3Y when conditions are so favourable that the design

Ifeatures of the highv:ay govern.

2.3.Conflicts at the Intersection
Conflicts at an intersection are the results of opposition of traffic

movement associated with the interference and collision at the inter-
secting (common) points of two or more streams of traffic flow at that
particular section (Homburger & Kell,1981).

The conflicts at an intersection may be classified as follows~-
(Wohl & Martin,1967)

i) Crossing conflict
ting at right angle.

ii) Herr;ing conflict : Two seperate traffic stream, moving in the
same general direction, combine .Qr unite to form a single stream.

, l

; .-~"'- .."



Table 2.1 Number of Conflicting Movements

street f\. street B Basic f'.jumber01"
movements conflicts

two-lane, "tI":o-v!ay two-Iane,two-way 12 24
two-lane,one-I"Oay two-lane, two-way 7 11
two-lane, one-I'JaY two-lane, one-way 4 6

The selection of phasing pattern for the efficient and effective
traffic control depends on the extent of permitted type of conflicts
and the gap acceptance criterion in the opposing flow at the inter-
section. By providing a conservative phasing pattern, the potential
conflicts cem be reduced. But the phasing pattern and the phase
length have a great influence on the delay of traffic at the inter-
section.

stream ofof a single
direction.

The number of conflicts between lanes is reduced. Onm"my streets
eliminate the head on conflict between opposing traffic streams.

The number of pedestrian-vehicular conflicts is reduced.
Pedestrains need .look oneway, or at the most two ways, instead of
four ways. Due to the greatly reduced number of turning movements
at intersections vfhen one or both of the streets are one way, there
is much less interference with pedestrains when they are in the
cross" wall;. (Pignataro, 1973).

12

iii) Diverging conflict : The dividing
traffic into seperate stream to different

In a typical twoway cross intersection there may exist 24 points
of major conflicts. These conflicting points are shoven in Fig.2.4.
2.4 Reduction of Potential Conflicting Movements

The number of potential vehicular conflicts at intersection is
considerably reduced when two way operation is converted to oneway.
This is primarily due to the removal of opposing turning movements
(Table 2.1)
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2.5 Adv2~tages of Traffic Signal
i) Provide for the orderly movement of traffic.
ii) Reduce the frequency of certain types of accidents e.g.,

right-angle collisions.
iii) Provide a means of interrupting heavy traffic to allow ot~er

traffic, both vehicular and pedestrains, to enter or cross.
iv) Promote driver confidence.by assuring,right-of-vmy.,

(Sharma, 1985)

2.6 Signal Classification
Traffic signals, on the basis of their operating function may

be classified into 3 categories, namely :-

i) Fretimed or fixed time signal
ii) Traffic actuated signal
iii) Traffic adjusted signal

(Pignataro, 1973)

24 POINTS a f' MAJO~
CONFLICT

Fig. 2. L: Conflict Points at a Cross Intersection.
Source: OGden and Bennett, (19b1)
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2.6.1 Pre-timed Signal
This type of traffic signal is set to repeat a given sequence

of signal indicati~ns regularly. In this case signal directs traffic
to stop and permits it to proceed in accordance with a single,pre-
determined time schedule or a series of such schedules.

A controller is used in the operation of traffic signal. The
controller is an electrical mechanism for controlling the operation
of traffic signals, including the timer and all necessary auxiliary
apparatus mounted. in a cabinet. The type.of controller selected to
operate a pretimed signal is primarily dependent upon whether or
not co-ordination of signals'is to be provided. (Pignataro, 1973).

The detailed signal aspects of the pre - timed signal has been
investigated in this study, which has been described analytically
in chapter 4.
2.6.2 Traffic Actuated Signal

The operation of this type of signal is varied in accordance
with the demands of traffic as registered by the actuation of vehicles!
or pedestrain detectors on one or more approaches. Traffic actuated
signals may again be classified as follows :_

a) Semi-actuated signals These devices provide means for i
Itraffic activation on one or more but not all intersection approaches. I

This type of control is applicable primarily to an intersection of a !

heavy volume, urban or sub-urban traffic artery with a relatively
lightly traveled minor road or street.

This type of control is excellent for use where side~street
volumes cannot safely cross major flows without signalization. Where
both street volumes fluctuate widely, semi-actuated control should not
be used, sincetnere are no detectors on one or more legs.

b) Fully actuated signals : This device provides for actuation
by vehicles on all legs of the intersections. It is applicable pri-
marily to an isolated intersection of streets or roads that carry
approximately equal traffic volumes, but where distribution between
approaches varies and fluctuates. It then becomes necessary to take
into consideration the demand on all approaches (Pignataro,1973) •
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- 2.6.;:; Traffic Adjusted Signals
These are centrally controlled, e.g., by a digital computer

and have settings which are updated from measurements of the system
through detectors. A combination of the advantages of a pre-timed,
flexible, progressive signal system and traffic actuation can be
realized by a system in which a traffic actuated master controller
is used to supervise either pretimed or semi-actuated local contro-
ller. Det~ctors are placed' at representative locations in the
progressive system if an artery is to be controlled, or at typical
locations throughout an area if a grid system is to be controlled.
The detectors transmit information about traffic volume and direction
to a computer in the master controller. The information is analized,
and the master controller selects the cycle length and offset
combination predetermined to best serve the directional distribution
and volwne characteristics existing at that time. The local contro-
llers are inter-connected to the"master controller and operate at
any given instant upon the cycle and offset selected by the master
controller. (Pignataro, 1973).

2.7 Signal Co-ordination
To achieve smooth flow on a street or highway system, it is not

sufficient to ensure that each point of local conflict is efficiently
controlled. Unless the controls at each of these locations are'co-ordi-
nated in some fashion, continuous, smooth flow on the system \'Iillbe
impossible. It is particularly important that signals in close proximity
to each other be co-ordinated, to prevent inefficient stop-and-go flow
from developing.

The Nation::J.l!'1anualon UnifOrm Traffic Control Devices (I1UTCn)
recommends th::J.tsignals within one half mile of each other be co-ordi-
natedon major streets and highways. With greater lengths bet,~een
signals, vehlcles tend to spread out of platoons, makinG co-ordination
less effective. In these situations, intermediate spacer signals may
be justified, for the sole purpose of maintaining platoonG.(Pignataro,
1973)•
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2.S Ob.:iectives of Signal Timing for Pretimed Signal
The major objectives of a signal timing plan arc the minimization

of delay and congestion at intersections and within block lengths and
series of block lengths, and the increase in safety for'all road
users. Full utility of traffic control signals is realized only when
they are operated so as to satisfy, as nearly as possible, actual
traffic re~Jirement.

In general, short cycle lengths are desirable, because the
delay to standing vehicles is reduced. Cycle lengths ordinarily fall
beh18en 30 and 120 seconds. Heavier volumes require longer cycle
lengths because the sum of the 'GO' or greenintervals must be greater
to gain sufficient capacity. The sum of 'GO' intervals is a higher
percentage of a cycle length with longer cycles since clearance times
remain essentially fixed (Pignataro, 1973).

'Jebster developed an approximate formula for determining the
optiml~ cycle length in terms of minimum delay, which is used in
this study to det~rmine the optimum cycle time (Appendix-B).

2.9 Purpose of Vehicle Clearance Interval
.The purpose of the amber signal indication follo'ling the green

interval is to warn the mqving traffic facing the signal to come
to a stop and if possible, to do so with safety. It should provide
enough time for vehicles to clear the intersection before cross
traffic start to move. Theoretically, it should be long enough,to
permit a vehicle to travel, at normal intersection approach speed,
'adistcmce equal to the cross street width bet,;een curbs plus the
'safe stopping distance. This is necessary because if the approaching
vehicle is a few feet less than the safe stopping distance back
from tlleintersection when the signal changes, time should be allowed
for the vehicle to travel the stopping, distance plus the street
vlidth before the cross ,street traffic receive the creen indication.
(Pignataro, 1973).

Too long clearance interval may be used as part of green interval
and t'ooshort interval may constitute a hazard and,increase rear-end
collisions. This aspect of signal has practical and conceptual signi-
ficancein reducing potential accidents. Matson et al(1955)cited this
signific2nce:
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" Legal versus Natural Causes. In the search for accident
causation there. is a tendency to charge road users with violation
of some preconceived notion of moral or statutory law and thus
to establish the cause of accident. While the traffic enGineer is
vitally concerned ,'!ith the system of traffic regulation and
accepted conventions of society, it is his responsibility to
search for the scientific facts \'Ihichsurround accidents and if
possible find the laws of nature which influence or govern accident
causation.

In one case, for example, right-angle collisions at a signa-
lized intersection on a high-speed road were numerous. In the
attempt to reduce accidents, many persons were charged "lith
violation of signals. It was later found that the mere lengthening
of the amber of clearance period practically eliminated all right-
angle collisions and numerous read-end collisions. Here it is
clear that violation of the natural laws.of intra, momentum, and
human PIEV time, rather than intended violation of legal statute
governing the ll'.eaningof signal legend, was the cause of accidents".

At most urban intersections a clearance interval of 3 seconds
produces good results (Fignataro,1973).

, ,,1) Determinp,tion of amber period on the basis of approach speed.
2) Selection of traffic phases.
3) Estimation of saturation flow.
4) Computation of optimum cycle length.
5) Computation of effective green times.
6) Computation of actual green times.
7) Check for pedestrain requirements.
8) Dravling of timing diagr'Jm.

2.10 Design Approach of Signal Timing
The formula developed by Webster has been used in this study to

determine the optimum cycle length. The following steps are considered.
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2.11 An Overview

This chapter reviewed the literature of all aspects
related to traffic signal performance, and their interaction.
Based on this literature the following chapters investigate
the traffic signal under study.



CHAPTER - 3

COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

3.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the collection of necessary data
relating to the study. The data includes inventory of traffic
signal, traffic survey, vehicle and pedestrian count, determina-
tion of vehicle composition, spot speed study and delay study.
These'data are then analyzed successively to achieve some results.

3.2 Data Collection

The study requires adequate traffic data for the analysis and
examination of the traffic signal performance. The establishment,
maintenance and operation management of the traffic control devices
within Dhaka Metropolitan Area are under the jurisdiction of the
Dhal;aMunicipal Corporation and the Dhaka Metropolitan Police.
The former establishes the devices under guidance from the latter.
TIlCreJore, it was desired that necessary data in connection with
the study would be collected from these two organizations. The
author officially approached the competent authorities of both
the organizations. It was found that the data as desired are not
maintained by them. As a result field investigation was made as
an alternate source of data collection.

3.3 Inventory of Traffic Signal

A preliminary survey was carried o,utthroughout the Dhaka
Metropolitan area to find out total number of major intersections
and their characteristics. On the basis of i) characteristics of
road, ii) traffic movement and iii) accident hazards (Hoque,1981)
it \'!asobserved that there are 68 major intersections out of which
39 intersections are signal controlled, 14 intersections are
controlled by round abouts and the remaining intersections are
manually (by traffic policemen) controlled. The locations of the
major intersections are shown in a map' in Fig. 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1 Map of Metropolitan Dhaka Showing Major Intersections.
• Major Intersections.
, Signal for Exclusive Pedestrian Crossing.o Study Area.



Hazardous and disorderly movement of traffic was found at
almost all the major intersections particularly during peak hours.
The list of most hazardous intersections in respect of accident
hazards (Hoque,1981) may be referred to, which is given in Table-3.1.

During observation buses and mini-buses were found to create
hazards at the intersections where the bus stops are very near to
tpe intersections. The slow moving vehicles, particularly the rick-
shavlS\:ere 'lIsafound to park near the intersections frecluently.
This sort of parking sometimes make hazards at the centre of the
intersection v!hen the departing vehicles cannot clear the intersection
and the cross traffic start moving. Cross walks for the pedestrians
were found inadequate. The traffic signs and the marl,ings on pavement
were found very poor and insufficient in almost all the roads. Only
the VIP road (from Bangabhaban to New Airport via Farmgate) VIas
found to have some traffic markings on pavement at several sections
which is also not satisfactory in terms of traffic engineering
practice. The paintings of pavement marking including pedestrian
corss \-!allmare not maintained regularly. Only 5 traffic -signals
were found for exclusively pedestrian crossing, all of v!hich were
at mid blocks, i.e., in between two adjacent intersections (Fig.3.1).
3.4 Traffic Survey at Maghbazar Intersection

The intersection at f1aghbazar is a cross intersections. Thus
it has four major legs. Besides four major legs a narrO\I lane
originates from the junction point beside Tongi Diversion Road and
runs into I-laghbazarresidential area. Out of four major legs Tongi
Diversion Road runs towards Tejgaon Industrial Area (to the north),
Maghbazar road on the south runs towards Bailey road, Outer Circular
road on the east runs tOwards J.lalibag,and New Eskaton Road on the
\'lestruns tm:o.rds Banglamotor. The geometric layout of the inter-
section is given in Fig 3.2.

- ,



Tcble .3.1['lostHazarclou8 Intersection Locations in order of
Decreasing Frequency of Accidents.
( Source: Hoy-ue, Traffic Accidents in Dhaka,1981)
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e. Hotel Intercon(l.lymensighRd.&Ninto Rd.) Ramna

•

No of total
accidents'
( all types)

94 ':\.{..
."

88
I c

71 \;
62 (
54
49 fl

]'I

47 l'
43
43
41
41
37
37
31
29
28
27

27

26
26
25
25

24

Motijheel

Tejgaon
Ramna
Ramna
Tejgaon

Tejgaon
Ramna

Dhanmondi

(Continued) ,

Mirpur
namna

Ramna

Gulshan
Motijheel

Ramna:

Police
.stationIntersection location

1. Ka,.,ranbazar(Near Sonargaon Hotel)
2. ,',hahabagh(AirportRd. to Bhashani Rd.)
3. Bangla Motr (T.intersection)
4. Farmgate (with green road)
5. ~';cienceLaboratory (',:ith Ne,';Elephant

Road) T-Interscction
6. Farmgate (near Police Box)
7. Bejoynagar( Topkhano 8, Bejoynagar road)

10.;:';ciencelaboratory(I.Iirpurnd.&Rd. No.2) Dhanmondi
11ol\sadgate (l.Urpur r08.d) l10hammadpur
12.i\.irportCl'ossing(At Airport R08d) Tejgaon
1.3.EllejurbaganIntersection at S.B.Nagar .Tejgaon

9. Gulistan(Infront of Bus terminal)

ill.Hear Dainik Bangla office at DIT road Motijheel
15.Farmgate (Vlith Indira road) Tejgaon
16.P3.1oshi (near S.r,l.ho.11) Lalbagh
17.Allenbari(at Airport Rd.near RHDoffice)Tejgaon
13.Hear Empfyment ExchanGe Centre(Santina-

gar Rd. Jith Inner circular road)
19.Near Mirpur Tech.Centre(Aricha Rd.&

Hirpur Road)
20.lJIaghbazar(Eskaton !1(1.8, Tongi Div.Road)
21.Hohakhali (Airpurt roC\c1and Tongi road)
22.Foldra pool(Near Noor::mi Hotel)
2.3.IIe.uchal,r18rket(namlJUr::,Rd.& Outer

Circular road)
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(Table 3.1 continued)

21

20

22

22

20

24

Dhanrnondi

Rarnna

Tejgaon

Police
station

Sutrapur

110tijheel

I.Iotijheel

of Ittefaq office

Intersection location

25. Infront

26. Gulistan (Near Cinema Hall)

24. Highcourt (with A.Ghani road)

28. New Elephant road and Elephant
Road crossing

27. Awlad Hossain Market
(at Airport road)

29. Tikatuli (Hatkhola road and N~rayan-
gonj road )

No. of tota:Ici4.
accidents
(all types)---------------------------
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Appendi;:-!\.

3.5 Traffic Volu.me Count

1) The total traffic enterin& the intersection on each legindividually. . ~
2) The total traffic executing each of the possible turning

movements and running straight.
3) Classification of vehi~i~~~bY type. ',.

tt"I,';'
';r:

The traffic volume counts ,fere carried out m::m~lnllyfor the
entire study. There are four different counting teci-mi'lues,(Trans-

~;portation & Traffic. Engineering Handbook,1982), na~~ly mnnual,
mechanical, photographic and movirig car method. Due,to lack of
equipment and transport manual counting technique \10S adopted.

t ) . ~,

For prolJer signal design peak; hourly volume is .essential, which
requires continuous traffic count' throughout the d~.y. Bu"!;it was not
possible due to the lack.of man power and time limit8tion. For these

~limitation:::.instead of conti.nuous 24 hours traffic"{counts the arrange-
,. '.'

ments. for vehicle count were made during the probable 11.oursof peak
traffic flo'.:.The probable hours of peak flow \'Iei'etal,en as, from
8.00 AM t.o11.00 AH,from 1.00 PM to 3.00 PH from Lf.OC! Fl'I to 6.00 PH
in different days.The observed traffic volumes are represented in

Intersectional volume counts of vehicle were made to determine
the follmJing:

Only :5 traffic signs were discovered on three lees of the inter-
section, one of which warns the motorists not to blow horns, one
restricts the entry of buses and truc!,s into the southersn leg and
the third one is a bus stop sign. All these signs \.:erefound improper-
.ly placed and they-do not acheive their purpose (discussed in details.
in chapter V).

No traffic marking on pave;'en' was 'found on three legs of the
intersection. The only marking ,on pavement was found on the south
leg. But these markings (very old paintings)have been erased and
have become so illegible that they have lost their identity to guide
the motorists and the pedestrians any more. No predestrian facility
for crossing the roads was found at the intersection excepting the
south leg. There was neither marking 'on pavement for pedestrian cross-
walk nor '.ll\LK-DON'TWALK signal exclusively for the pedestrains.
The pedestrians ,,:erefound to cros s the roads, with their m"ffi risks.
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3.6 Determination of the Passenger Cor Equivalents(PCE)

Traffic vohune entering an intersection from different,legs
comprises various types of vehicles and it is required in Traffic
Engineering studies to get this volume in terms of passenger car
units (FCU) for the purpose of design of signal timing. The Taffic
volume count in the field was made by vehicle type. This volume was
then converted to passenger car units by multiplying the number of
each type of vehicles vlith suitable recommended passenger car
unii(PCU) factors. The FCU factors used in the conversion vlere
extracted from the Indian Roads Congress(IRC) recommended values,as
listed in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2
Passenger Car Equivalent Factors

(Source:Sharma,1985)

Serial Type of vehicle PCE FactorNo.

1 PassenC;G:t' Ca,r,Jeep,11icrobus,Pickup,
Three \iheeler tampo and autorickshaw 1.0

2 Cycle ricl;sho.\'[,rickshaw van 1.5

:3 Cycle, lIo-torcycle and scooter 0.5
4 Hand pl1s!1.,ed cart 3.0
5 Bus, !-I1nibus,truck,tractor,tanker 3.0

,3.7 Summary 0': Treffic Volume Counts

It vms dicovered from the traffic volume count that about Lf5;'6
of the total V0111Jlle of traffic Viere slow moving vehicles( 1.0., ricl~-
shaws), about 1:1;C -,,'orepassenger cars and 5% were commercial vehicles
and the rest '.-;oremotor cycles.

Among tho felstmoving vehicles(excluding rickshaws) about' 72%
were passenger COlTS inclusive of cars, taxies, jeeps, microbuses and.'
three-wheeler t,'.f1poes.l\.bout14% iiere commercial vehicles and the
rest included !~otor cycles.
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The street in the direction of north-south was considered as
the major street in terms of maximum flow volume of traffic. The
peak flow on this street was found during 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM. Hence
the peak hour was taken as the hour from 9:00 AM to 10:00 PM as per
design criterion (Pignataro,1973).

It was also found that there were three notable turning move-
ment from three approaches, namely:-

i) About 3~~ of traffic volume on the north approach turn left.
ii) About 447~of traffic volume on the east approach turn right.

iii) About 34% of traffic volume on the west approach turn right.
The vehicle composition of the peak flows are shown in Table AS.

3.8 Spot Speed Survey
A spot speed study was conducted to determine the instantaneous

speeds of different types of vehicles on all major legs of the
intersection. The determined instantaneous speeds were analyzed to
achieve the approaching speed. The speed survey consisted of a
series of observations of the individual speeds at which vehicles
were approaching the intersection. These observations were used to
estimate the speed distribution of the entire traffic stream at
that location, under the conditions prevailing at the time of study.

3.8.1 Method Used in Conducting Spot Speed Survey
There are a number of ways to collect speed data depending

upon the equipments available. There are two basic methods,
(Pignataro, 1973) namely :

1) Involves the measurement of time and distance.
a) Time versus measured distance
b) Distance versus measured time

2~ Involves the Doppler principle using rader and ultrasonic.

The method involving time versus measured distance was
used in this study. This is the simplest and mostcommon method
of collecting speed data. In this method time required by a
vehicle to traverse a measured course or ' trap , is measured.

There are three methods (pignataro, 1973) for measurln!
time over a meaured distance, namely-
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For the operation of spot speed study two off-peak hours
were selected as per recommendation (Manual. of Traffic Engineering
Studies,ITE,1964). First hour was selected between 11.00 AM and
12.00 noon aridthe second hour was between 3.00 PM and 4.00 PM.
Sample speeds of 25 vehicles for fast moving vehicles and of 30
vehicles for mixed traffic were taken on each approach for the
purpose.

3.8.2 Analysis and Presentation of Spot Speed Data
Because of the uncertainty involved in the characterization

of an entire population by variables based upon a sample, and
because vehicles in a t~affic stream are not traveling at .uniform

recorded time the(trap length) and
the formula :-

speed in mph
trap length in ft. (100 ft.)
elapsed time in second

where,

From the known distance
speeds were calculated using

V=~

1) stop watch method
a) using transverse pavement markings at each end of thetrap.
b) using enoscope or flash boxes set at a fixed distance

apart along the edges of the-road.
_2) Method using pneumatic tubes

a) using timing unit known as speed watch.
b) using graphic recorder (20-pen type)
c) using electrically operated meter
d) using electronic meter

3) Photographic technique
a) using time lapse photography.
b) using continuous strip photography.

In this study stop watch method using transverse pavement -
markings at each end of the trap was used. Trap length of 100 ft.
was used. Thus two station 100 ft. apart were selected on each
approach leg and time required by a car to enter ?Ud leave the trap-
end was recorded by a stop watch.
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speeds but follow a distribution of speeds within a comparatively
wide range, the mathematics of statistics must be introduced into

. ,the analysis of spot speed data.
In analyzing speed data, the cumulative percentage of Obser-

vation versus speed curve was drawn. From this curve the tl5thper-
centile speed was determined. The arithmetic mean speed (time mean
speed) and the standard deviations were also determined. Table 3.3
and Table 3.5 represent the elapsed time data and corresponding
speeds, Table 3.4 and Table 3.6 represent the frequency distribution
and Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 show the cumulative frequency distribution
curves.
3.9 Summary of the Spot Speed Survey

For fast moving vehicles the spot speed survey was carried
out on the passenger cars only. The passenger cars included cars,
jeeps, three wheeler taxies and microbuses. The 85th percentile
speed for passenger cars was found 45 kph which was used in.the
design of signal timing.

For the mixed traffic the speed survey was carried out on
all types of vehicles. The 85th percentile speed for the mixed
traffic stream was found 30.57 kph.
3.10 Delay Survey at the Intersection

Delay at intersection is a major problem in the analysis of
congestion. Intersection delay studies at individual intersections
are required in evaluating the efficiency or effectiveness of a
traffic control method. Other factors include accidents, cost of
operation, and motorists' desires ( Wohl and Martin, 1967).

Investigation was made to measure traffic delay at the
intersection. Stopped time delay method was adopted in which a
sampling procedure was used which involved the counting of
number of vehicle in the intersection approach at successive
intervals.



lTime Speed Tl!"e ::;peed Time Speed Time Speed Time Cpeed
2.6lj. 25.f33. ? ~:7 27.60 3.37 20.23 2.63 25.92 2.78 2lf.53
2.39 23.59 '1 • CJ9 36.08 2.61 26.09 2.90 23.50 2.62 26.02
2.83 24.09 2. 6.~ 26.02 2.85 23.92 2.11 32.31 2.14 31.36
3.21 .21.25 2.90 23.52 3.13 21.75 2.53 26.91 2.85 23.95
2.62 26.03 3.12 21.35 2.63 25.93 2.83 24.07 2.57 26.53
2.69 25.35 ') "L, 2lj .• 00 2.39 28.50 2.47 27.62 3.23 . 21.09L.., '..J r

2.57 26.52 2.67 25.50 2.62 26.01 3.10 22.00 2.84 24.00
2.91 23.40 2•Lf!:. 27.95 2.83 24.10 2.74 24.87 2.60 26.20
2.28 29.90 2.l~3 28.00 1.79 38.05 2.68 25.42. 1.99 34.30
2.90 23.52 2.39 23.62 2.44 27.95 2.39 28.50 2.86 23.80
2.58 26. LI3 2.60 26.22 2.85 23.90 2.79 2lf.40 .2.64 25.83
2.85 23.89 ') -;: r- 29,03 2.57 26.57 2.59 26.35 2.27 30.05f_. _':J
2.84 24.02 2 •.90 23.52 2.23 30.57 2.25 30..30 2.88 23.67
2.63 25.89 .7.71! 2lf.84 3.06 22.30 2.lj5 27.85 2,62 26.01
3.54 19.28 2.63 25.92 2.91 23.45 2.57 26.50 3.09 22.05
2.47 27.61 2.85 23.90 2.45 27.85 2.89 23.63 2.77 2Lf.62
2.59 26.35 3.10 22.00 2.84 24.02 3.13 21.80 2.62 25.99
3.10 22.01 2.. L~5 27.80 1.91 35.70 2.59 26.32 2.13 31.95
2.54 26.82 2.61 26.17 2.60 26.23 2.43 28.10 2.50 27.3C
2.43 28.05 Z,02 33.80 2.79 24. 1~0 1.94 35.20 3.15 "1 67l"_ • J;"

Table 3.3 Elapsed Time
Trap Length 100 Ft.
Travel Time in Second.

and Corresponding Speed for Passenger Cars
Speed in mph (1500/22t)
Data Collected on 24.07.89.



Speed group J.!ce,m Numoer Percent Cumula ..
in mph ::.;pqed of obser- of total tive per-

f .....2of croup vation observa- cent of fx: """' f tion total ob-i,

servation.

19.00-20.99 20.00 2 2 2 40 800
21.00-22~99 22. ()O 11. 11 13 242 ')-"4~,;;,-
23.00-2lf.99 . 2!;.,00 29 29 42 696 16,704
25.00-26.99 26.00 30 30 72 780 20,200
27.00-28.99 2C~.00 1lf ill 86 392 10,976
29.00-30.99 30.00 5 5 91 150 4,500
31.00-32.99 ~,~.00 3 3 94 96 :;;,072
33.00-34.99 311.00 2 2 96 68 2,312
35.00-36.99 :Jl.OO 3 3 .99 108 3,CUf3
37.00-38.99 32,.00 1 1 100 38 1,l,lfU.

. TOT fI.L - 100 - - I 2,610 69,300

Calculation :

Table 3.4 Frequency Distribution Table
for Passenger Cars.

= 42 kph.mph

)1

= 3.45

=J[ 69,300-100X(26.10)2]
100-1

v 2.1'.:-: 2610speerl,••= n 'll:5i':i"" = 26.10
. ~fx2_nX2

devietion, 3=../ L n-1 J
mean

standard

/



Speed in mph ~

32

85th percentile speed = 27.']0 mph=45 kph.
Fig. 3.3 Cumulative Speed Distribution Curve

for Passenger Cars only.,
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TABLE 3.5 Elapsed Time and'Corresponding Speedfor the Mixed Traffic Stream
Trap length = 100 ft.
Travel time in second
Speed in mph (1500/22t)Data collected on 27.07.1989.

Time Speed Time Speed Time Speed Time Speed Time Speed ,
5.62 12.13 25.05 2.72 7.01 9.73 9.00 7 •.58 6.15 11.09
3.81 17.90 .5.2313.04 5.66 12.05 5.91 11•.54 2.92 23.35
.5.89 11.58 3.82 17.85 3.95 17.26 2.21 30.8.5 4.99 1J.66
2.07 32.94 4.89 13.94 .5.80 11.76 3.82 17.85 3.32 20.54
.5.00 13.64 3.5019.48 3.42 19.94 .5.751'1.86 5.22 13.06
3.12 21.85 4.80 14.20 6.75 10.10 2.29 29.77 3.80 17.94
5.01 13.61 3.72 18.33 18.70 3.65 6.20 11.00 5.37 12.70
5.90 11.56 5.75 11.86 5.50 12.40 4.95 13.77 11.30 6.03
3.99 17.09 6.20 11.00 4.00 17.05 4.11 16.59 4.10 16.63
2.70 25.25 4.3.5 15.67 6.80 10.03 3.62 18.83 3.52 19.37
5.29 12.89 6.06 11.25 .5.92 11.52 6.00 11.36 6•.54. 10.43
2.85 23.92 2.39 28.53 3.41 19.99 4.25 16.04 4.26 16.01
5.23 13.04 4.50 15.15 6.10 11.18 5.35 12.74 5.90 11.56
4.25 16.04 6.16 11.07 4.71 14.48 3.00 22.73 1,1,.15 6.11
3.52 19.37 2.16 31.57 7.23 9.43 4.59 14.85 4.51 15.12
3.11 . 21.92 6.1.511~09 5.01 13.61 10.09 6.76 6.21 10.98
4.89 13.94 4.00 17.05 3.02 22.58 4.62 14.76 3.41 19.99
4.99 13.66 4.9713.72 3.20 21.31 3.57 19.10 4.48 15.22
4•.58 14.89 2.99 22.80 4.50 15.15 6.07 11.23 5.00 13.64
11.21 6.08 10.21 6.68 6.33 10.77 14.32 4.76 12.61 5.41
6.20 11.00 1.95 34.97 5.88 11.60 6.59 10035 6.33 10.77
3.18 21.44 5.82 11.72 2.09 32.62 3.40 20.05 2.55 26.77
3.90 17.48 .9.62 7.09 4.26 16.01 5.89 11.58 6.70 10.18
5.20 13.11 8.00 8.52 3.52 19.37 6.21 10.98 10.62 6.42.



Calculation :

Table 3.6 Frequency Distribution Table for Mixed Traffic

~ ="ZnfX= ,1~~g= .5'Mean Speed, A 1 .17mph = 24.40 kph.

jfEfx2-ruc2 ]
s= L n-l

_ j[3217b -120( 1.5.17)2]
- 120-1
= 6.19

Standard deviation,

::;peedgroup Mean Number parcent L;umUl.at1ve
in mph speed of ob- of total percent of fx fx2group serva- observa- total ob-

tion tion servation
X f

2.00 - .5.99 4.00 4 3 3 16 64
6.00 - 9.99 8.00 11 9 12 88 704
10.00-13.99 12.00 .50 42 .54 600 7200
14.00-17.99 16.00 2.5 21 7.5 400 6400
-18.00-21.99 20.00 16 14 89 320 6400
22.00-2.5.99 24.00 .5 4 93 120 2880
26.00-29.99, 28.00 4 3 96 112 3136
30.00-33.99 32.00 4 3 99 12tl 4096
34.00-37.99 36.00 1 1 100 )6 1296

Total - 120 - 1820 )2176
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It Vias obcervecl that the presence of the slow moving vehicles
in a high volume makes the whole traffic situation in the field a
very complex one. The pattern of movement of the slow moving
vehicles interferes 11ith the normal flow of the fast moving vehi-
cles, as a resuJt it VIasvery difficult to apply. the method of
measurement of delay in the field effectively. However, a trial
was made to detcrmine the delay by stopped time delay method on
the north approach of the intersection under the mixed vehicle
condition.

The sampling, o.long with a volume count during the same time
observations v!ere made. It estimated the.vehicle-seconds of the
stopped time del2y. The sampling interval was selected 20 seconds,
to make it an uneven suo-division of the existing cycle length
of 105 seconds.(~iV1ataro,1973).

The samplinc procedure containing 10 minutes of data is
furnished in Appendix-D.

The investication made in the field showed that the average
delay per appro2ch volume (only fast moving vehicles were considered)j
on the north 8pproDch l.ms found 52 seo. and the average delo.y per i

stopped vehicles '.:os 83 sec. It 1.;asalso found that 62% of the !
approach vehicles stopped at the intersection.

3.11 linOverViel}

Collection or elate'p8rtaining to the investigation has been
discussed in this cho.pter. Field ivestigation was the only source of
data collection. Inventory of tr8ffic signal, traffic volume
count, spot speec1. ctucly and delay study were made to collect data.
These data are analyzed and some results were obtained subsequently.



4.1 Intrm1uction

4.2 Design of Traffic Signal

, CHAPTEI1 - 4
DESIGN OF TRAFFIC SIGNAL AND DELAY STUDIES

I

!
,
i,
I

The trc'ffic data obtf]ined from the field reveals that the inter-!
section is. ov,;r-saturated because queues develop and exist for long
periods ':iithin pC8k periods on almost all right s-of- way of the
intersection and during this time it is not possible to cleor a vehicle
within the creen time folJowing his arrival(Pignataro,197J).

The desicn of signal is greatly influenced by the concerned
vehicular 2nd pedestrian volume, accident hazards, co-ordin8ted
movementam1.interruption to continuous traffic. Considerntion 'lere
given to these inn.uencing factors for the design of signal,' Accor-
dingly traffic volume study and spot speed study were conoJ,.ccted
in the fielr~.

4.• 2.1 OutimumCycle Time

j,G out lined in chapter' - 3, the design. of traffic signal
at an intersecticm involves the activities of ascertaining the
number of traffic phases, phasing pattern and establishinG the cycle
length ~;it11 its sp1i ts for the assignment of right-of-way alternately'
to different approaches, associated ~ith other physical criteria
of pOl'leroper,'O'.teclilluminating device. The principal aspect of signal I
design is the r,lc:termination of a satisfactory cycle length,88Jlecially 'I

for the pre-timed signal operation (Wahl & Martin,1967). I

This c}npter deals with the design of 'signal aspects based
on the d8ta collected from the field as described in the previous
chapter. The desiGn includes determination of a satisfactory cycle
length and its splits defining traffic phases, amber time, all-red
time, etc. The d.esign also analyzes the delay per vehicle on the
basis of formulo. using simulation techniques.
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Total Volume of all Types Total Volume of Only Fast
of Vehicles in PCU !'lovingVehicles in PCUf-,---~- ------------~-----__. ~ _
Left Straight Right Left Straight Right
780 1432 105 227 765 35

---~._._------- - -----_ .. _- ..-._--"- - ---- ~--- _.. - - .._-----~ ------- -~----
S - N 132 912 237 29 740 93
- ------------ --~--------

E - W 129 793 518 23 410 367-_._--- .'- .... _---_._ ..~------------- ._- .. _. ---~---
112 747 429 13 374 196_ _ __ 1. ~ ~ .

Table 4.1 Observed Peak Hour Volume ( Design Flow) in PCU
at Maghbazar Intersection ( Data Collected from
Field Investigation).

As described in Chapter 3 the hourly volumes uf traffic on
all the approaches during 9:00 AM to 10:00 Am were t?ken as the
peak hour volume which has been used as the approach flow for the
purpose of designing signal timing. The peak hour volume data are
extracted from Appendix A and are shown in Table 4.1. The corres-
ponding peak flow diagram is shown in Fig. 4.1.

The traffic flow on the north-east narrow laned approach was
found very less ( only 5% of the volume on the north approach, and
are mostly the rickshaws ) compared to the other major approaches.
Hence, consideration of this lane as a separate approach is omitted
in the signal design. But the traffic on this approach should abide
by the STOP-GO signal as provided for the north approach like present
practice.But there should be adequate arrangement in this regard
because the STOP-GO signal now placed on the north approach is not
visible from the fifth approach.
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Fig. 4.1 Peak Flow Configuration
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The huge volume of slow moving vehicles has made the

intersection over saturated. The presence of the slow moving
vehicles has necessiated the computation of signal timing based
on only fast moving vehicles as well as'on the mixed vehicles.

In computing cycle length 'i;ebster's(1958) "'-['proximate
farmul 2. \"/2S used. This approximate formula determines the optimum
cycle length in term of minimum delay. In fact optimum cycle
lene-ths should p,,:rrnittraffic to pass through the intersection vlith

•a minimim of dealy. The singal timing calculation" based on peak
flo'l:for fast moving vehicles and for mixed vehicle::;[lre shovm in
Appendices B & C respectively. The results obtained from calculation
are flJ.rnishedin Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 and the e;~i::;tinc;cycle
lenc;th '.ith its splits and tre.ffic phases is sho\.'nin Fig.4.2.

4.~.2 Signal Phasings

Based on the flow demand of the fast moving vehicle::;
the cycle lenGth has been designed to be consisting of 73 ::;eC.
':.'ith '" :3 ph8se system (Fig.4.3).To minimize critical conflicts
due to turning movements 3 ph'lse system has been ::;electedfor
satisfactory performance.

The e;:isting cycle length now in operation, consists of 105
sec. \.'itha 3 phc\se system (Fig.4.2). It is noteble th8t the
desicned cycle length implies a reduction of time of 30% of the
existing cycle length.

Tho cyc18 length based en all types of vehicles, inclusive
of ricl';::;hm.;::;,has been designed to be consisting of 96 sec.with .
a 3 phase system under proposed improvement of the intersection
(Fig,'L,. If).
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b) Time split.of cycle.

Phase 2
a) Traffic phasing.

33

Phase 1

Fig. 4.2 Existing Timing Diagram of Traffic Signal
with Phasing Pattern.

Source : Dhaka Metropolitan Police.
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Phase 2
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a) Traffic phasing.

vehicle 'GO'
- warning

---- vehicle 'STOP'
b) Time split of cycle

Designed Timing Digagram of Traffic Sig11al
with Phasing Pattern, Based on Fast MovinG
Vehicles with Existing RoadWidth.

Fig. 4.3
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13 SEC. -102 I

19 SEC.

TIME TH SEC
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phase 1
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left lane.
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- vehicle 'GO'- warning- vehicle 'STOP'
b) Time split of cycle.
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4.4 Designed Timing Diagram of Traffic Signal with
Phasing Pattern, Based on All Types of Vehicles
with Proposed Approach of Three Lanes & Exclusive
1..ef-tTurning Lane.

TIME TH SEC •••

a) Traffic phasing.

Phase 1 Phase 2
Movement of left. turners free through

0 3 63 ~4
31 37 59 65 ~o,

~I SEC -0' 1
'.

2.2. 5 EC. .

0'2 ..
. 25 SEC •

=

Fig.
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4.3 l)ctc,rminc!tion of Dc;l~lYDI; the Intersection

Dclny "1; the ~ntersection is B major factor in the an8lysis
of congec',tio'l.. There are severel factor8 v:hich should l,e conGidered
in evallwtin,':C the efficiency and effectiveness of the in.tersection
traffic control, but intersection del8Y is of primar~ importance.

The onCllysis of traffic deley at the intersection is made in
Appendh: D, '.'here en everage delay per approach volume ie; deter-
mined on the bosis of recommendedformula for the designed signal
timing. i, :::::onplincprocedure for measuring delay in the field tmder
existinG tr<~ffic ond rondway condition is also shovm in Appendix-D.

The 2vcr"ge delay per approach vehicle ~.'Bsformd out to be
24 sec., 21 :.'cc., 37 sec., "no 29 sec. for north, south, '.fest 8nd
east approHc]les respectively, considering the fast'moving vehicles
only.

The stol<~,eddelay per approach vehicle ~ias investig2ted in
,the field. The delay on the north approach was measured to l)e 52. sec.

It is observed thet the designed cycle length rerlucCG the
averac;e del"Y !Jer vehicle by about 54% as found on the north approach.

Therefore, the designed cycle length has some Good effect.

A CO!lI]PTisonof the delays found out by computation is sho~m in
Table 4.2. The possible queu2 that CBnbe produced on the 8.pproches
as a result 0:[ the stopping of the approaching vehicles during red
phases '3.m] ol;')iting green phase is analyzed and determined on the
basis of formu18 in Appendi:{-D.

4.1., An Over-vic ....'

This chc'pter has dealt i,;ith the designing of an optimum cycle
time on the bO.:3isof flow demandmeasured on different approaches by
field invc:.;ti{';ations. The design procedure adopted the appro;,imate
formul2. given by '",ebster. The delay analysis in respect of average
delay per '-.JlT02.chvehicles h8s also been made in this chnpter, "Ihich
also inclw1ed consideration of possible queue lengths in terms of
number of vehicles. The designed cycle time suggests a time reduction
of 30% of t"o o;.dsting cycle length Bnd shows a reduction of 54% in
.average [1'212YpEc'rvehicle



.•.. The: (()J.:.',~. mC3sured in the field is stopped time delay only
and does not include time losses due to deceleration and acceleration,

flpproach Average delay oer aDDroach volume.' sec.
For on.Lyi'astmoving For the mixed vehicles For fastvehicles ,Iith exis- with proposed improve- moving vehi-ting ;',pproachwidths ment of approaches cleG.

North 24 . 33 52

South 21 28 Not mea.suree

\'Iest 37 40 Not measured

East 29 37 Not me8r;ured

Remarks determined on the determined on the measured in
basic of formul8 basis of formula and the field *
and designed cycle. designed cycle.

, ,

Table 4.2
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Average Delay at the Intersection
for Different Traffic Conditions I

,I

I
j

1
1,,

i
I
1
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I
I



5.1 Cencll-jeiane

CONCLUSIONS fJ.JD HECOf1f'1ENDATIONS

CHAPTER -.5

found that there is lack of ad.ecluate
and p'2destrian facilities for crossisng

the average delay measured in the field.be short8r(.54;G) than

During study it .v:as
traffic signs and markings
ro:)ds.

Th,~cycle l'2ngth determined on the basis of thi:;; etucly \.!as
found :;harter (30;C) than th'2 e;-:isting one and the lencths of trafic
pha.scs ,,'.re based on flov; dem8nd\':hich should be moro effective in
controllinG the traffic ',.;ith reduced delay. The overuce del2-Ycalcula-
ted ou:l:on the bClsis of the proposed cycle time ',:a:::;ell:::;ofound to

In the study it was found that about 45% of the total traffic
volume ,:ere ric\u:;hClv,'s.This hur:e volume h83 <3 e;rc8t iJnI'lication in
making the e:r.:isting approaches of the intersection over :OBturated
for which ':[idaning of roads has become essential.

It is notable that the design formula is valid for only fast
movine;vehicles, yet in this study it \.;as used for the 1'1ixedvehicles
(incll'.dinr; th'2 slOi'!moving vehicles) because there i3 no o.ppropriate
desicn for the mixed vehicles.

'[']10 :J.imof this study \.:as to investig8te the; trnffic signal
perfol'uuncl? in the Metropoli ten City of Dhaka, I-lDchua:e:o.rintersection
in particular. The study also aimed at looking into other features
regardinQ controlling and regulating the traffic. Accordingly, the
study involved the technique of collecting traffic do.ta. and investigates
other fDctors influencing traffic control. All the do.te>.i;ere collected
by field investigation.

'I'h'? ;,tudy infers that the traffic control deviee:J should be
set on proper traffic engineering ground to achieve their goal.

5.2 nceommcndations

The preceding observations and findings lead to 0. cle8r view
of the perfermemce of traffic signal at !1aghbazar int8r:::;ection of
DheJ,olIetropoli t'm area, 2.ssoci8.ted \.;ith other relevcmt tra.ffic

.J
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engineering ['pplici'.tions t This study also brings into light GOl'1e
important prolllem::; 2nd drawbacks of the existing traffic control
devices ::It the h1.i;'2rsection, vihich needs careful and effective
,ncmipulation. llo',:ever, the follo\':ing recommendations are made based
of the findin:~s of the study.

1) The approaches of the intersection should be widened
immedi8tely to c'ccol~mod:Jte the 8pproach volumes because mOGt of the
time the approch volumes exceed the saturation flows of the epproaches.

2) SeparatE left turning lanes should be provided on all the,
legs' (prefer,,'!,l'! on the north Bnd the south approaches) so that

turners may not interfere ths other ciirectional traffic. Similarly
right turninG l:,'nes may be provided particularly on the east and
viest approches.

3) proviclinr: 'oepar8te left turning lanes the left turners may
be allO\'ied to !w)ve 011 the time freely irrespective of whatever
signal phase ie elloted to an approach.

h) The disorderly movement of the slow moving vehicles i::;

an inconsist'?ncy to the movement of the fast moving vehicles.
,

Hence, adequnte m'2~sure should be taken fairly to remove the slo~
moving vehicles, certainly by some sort of replacement, and minor

streets may be l:ept open 1;0 the slow moving vehicles.

5) There ~,hould be proper traffic marking on the pavement

for defininc the lones 2.nd to guide, \':2rn and regulate the traffic.

,6) Tr8ffic marking Sllould be made on all four legs of the

intersection to ~rovide cross walks for the pedestrians. Traffic
siGns suppdrtin[~ '!;1lC perJestri::m cross \',';Jlk should also be installed

at proper plocc~ 2G s8fety measure.

7) The fifth leg of n",rrol',' street on the north corner of the

intersection "1'<)"1d be elirninat",c1 2nd the s~reet m8Ybe adjoined to
its conveniont 11'.: :jor street after proper survey.

8) A treffic sign indicating bus stop is found placed on the

east appr02ch '.,'ithin about 100 ft. from the intersection viithout

Bny petrkinr, hene. No bus stop shlJulrJ be rn8de in the vicinity of
the intcrscctiun.' Bus [;tops should be far bey'ond. the intersection
\ii th proper traffic sign snd pIcecod properly.'
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9) The.rickshaw pullers have the trend to r2r); their vehciels
hither 2nd thither 8t rrollldomespeciCllly near the intersection. It
should be restrained extensively to increase the c2.pacity.

10) The designed cycle length b8sed ortfast moving vehicles,
consisting of 73 seconds with 3 traffic phases i::;recommended for
use ':.'iththe traffic signal at the intersection (Referred to fig. 4.3).

11) One traffic sign indicating the restriction of entry of
the commercial vehicles into the south leg (plo.ced ()tthe' or~g~n
of the departing approach) is found placed improperly. There should
be simi18r signs on each of the other three 8ppronches to regulate
those vehicles in advance.

12) The disregarding attitude of .the rie1::ch<'.',;pullers and most
of .theclrivers of the commercial vehicles, to the 'lro.fficcontrol
device::;should be corrected thoroughly to attain overall success
the control devices and,safety measures.

13) The study further recommends to carry oU.tcomprehensive
investigation of the traffic control devices at other intersections
8S 1'.'ellas r08d network of Dhaka city and make eignal co-ordination
to.increase capacity of overall road net-wrol:.
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Obs~'rv','cl DJrection81 Tr2.ffic: V(lll}'~{:(ln Feu)
for Total Vehicles (All Type" ')2" Vehicles)
8t WOle:hbazar Intersection on 23-07-1989.

Tlln(~ 01 observ8tion Tr21-1l~' V(.l}_-Ll.~1!r -i-n leU
)irec:tJon Frl)m To T'Ci;,'l.L Left ;~;-Cr';l.l[))"t Rlght
----

f:: 00 1'.1'1 9:00 Al-1 2325 721 "l!:'15 189*
9:00 1l!'1 10: 00 AM 2317 780* 1h:J~:* 105

10:00 1\.H 11 :00 An 1926 698 '1'1::;~) 89
N-S '1: CO F!1 2:0() Fl-1 11,25 1,12 'J ::,;c.: 75

2:0r) Prl 3:00 PH 1952 602 1"-',0 121,-' .... -'
If:00 HI 5:00 FH 11195 509 '~:-:'7 99

------ 5:00 Prl 6:00 HI 1133 1;87 .. Go:.~ 93
8:00 AH 9:00 AI-I 1141 112 (,') r, 201L.' ,_, )

9:00 AH 10:00 AI1 1281 132 912 237
1I) : 00 fJ1 11 :00 AI'l 1355 205 99] 157

3-N 1 :00 F!1 2:00 PH 1~j77 209 115:J 215
;:':00PH 3:00 PM 1329 293* 1')°9 247*(-'->

1+:00 F!1 5:00 PI.1 1322 235 nJ2 , 195
5:00 m 6:00 FM 1118 202 777 137
['.:00AM 9:00 A!1 1402 913 f).:-.;9 615
9:00 HI 10:00 [J'l 14/,0 129* 7C1o;* 518-~
10:00 [J.l 11:00 AI'1 152'3 111 790 627

E-l1 1 :00 PI.l 2:00 F!1 1591 112 (-99 780
2:00 PI'l 3:00 HI 1691 121 775 795
/1: 00 prl 5:00 PM 1558 89 6;JO 789
5:00 Pf.l 6:00 PM 1481 78 6g'1 712
o:on fl.1.l 9:00 M.l 1227 1011 (.i.YJ l'34*
9:00 [Jl 10:00 AI'l 1288 112 7':7* 429

10:00 [,p.] 11:00 1,I<! 1238 97 739 402
W-E 1:00 pn 2:00 FI.l 1Cl54 90 (;53 311

2:00 Fr.l 3:00 PI1 1230 127 7()3 400
',:00 756

.

lf53PM 5:00 Pr1 92 211
5:00 HI 6:00 PH Re5 65 1!70 350

-Yo- Dil'::ctional fie81, flov;.



TltrlP of ooservatlon . Tr;_'~1.',:',0. vO,lume ln PCU
Direction ..

From To TOecH LeIe . ;,;'cra.lgl1't Rlglit
._- t---, _ . .

8:0.0 A!'! 9:00 Al'.l 1028 203 7;;0* 1+5
9:00 AH 10:00 Atl 1032 227 765 35
10:00 tJ.1 11:00 AJI'I 889 232* 633 29

N-S 1:00 PJI'l ::::00 PIJ 586 189 379 18
2:00 Pt.1 3:or) Hl 79B 175 535 38
4:00 PH 5:0()PH 921 169 133 19

6:00 1P7 6';0 .5:00 Ff1 H1 897 20--- 8:00 Al'el 9:00 AN 73u. 37 600 97
9:00 Af1 10:00 At,l %2 29 740 9"-'10:()0AH 11:00 A/1 777 lf3 G53 81

S-N 1:00 PH ~:OO PH 9L~6 90 791 65
2:00 Prl 3:00 pt.l 1017 96 ~313* 101
4:00 Fr-l 5:00 rl-1 71') 72 5n9 .57
5:00 Fll 6.0" PM 689 25 6)7 27• v

8:00 AJ.1 9:00 Af1 688 17 7,1:;0 312~~~
9:00 AN 10:00 AH 800 23 If1O 367
10:00 An 11:00 1,11 89u. 8 433* 453

E-,l 1:00 H1 2:00 Pr1 769 17 395 357
2:00 PH ~.nnPT',T 965 21 1(30 514*.,) . - -
4:00 H1 5:00 pt.j 926 12 Itn7- 511' ~~
5:00 Hl 6:00 Pf.1 798 6 ;.1.2 480
8:00 ArT 9:00 i',11 515 1/+ ~i01 200
9:00 AH 10:00 AH 583 13 371, 19610:00 Al'1 11:00 All 537 9 375* 153

\'!-E 1:00 pr,1 2:00 PJI'l 311 [) ?53 50
2 : ~)O H! 3:00 fl.! I~311 15* :;01 118
I, :00 PH 5:00 III 365 11 2?5 89
5:00 Pf1 6:00 HI 380 0 .?65 106

, ...,
1~-c.. Observed Directional Traffic Volume(inPCE)'

for only Fast Moving Vehicles "'i: T1"'.:':'.11Y'.~:"r
Intersection on 23-07-1989.

* Directional pe81l flows.



* Directional peak flow.

* Directional peak flow.

Obc:ervsd Dirpctionnl Treffir: V()l\ll~',: (in lCU~ for only
Fa:;t Moving Vehicle''' at Maghbaz8r Inl"T::cct_on on 26.7.89.

51

Oh:::;erv'"c1Direct.ir.'noJ Tr'lffic Volle('(.i.n lCTJ)for tho
'1'oi::,1 Vehic1r-,s(A11 Typp~, of Vehicl,-,:~ )"'1; M(lr~hbnzar
Intersection on 26-07-1929.

])irecticm 'l'lrne OJ DuseI'Ve':' Cl(.Jn TrcJJ,J..lC v {_'_r.• ,_~, l,:' III PI rrl?rcm TO Teitel Le!l; :..;'crc'l[;nt Rlght
::}:00 An 9.on 1\11 "10c.3 215 771 'i7*

N-S 2:0n I'll ~l : DC) F!"l 729 190 1,0"'. I~G.~-,;. nn FH 6:00 H! 709 1~.-, 5r)6 25-" .~- 1 ':.J

:):00 All 9: or:' lJ':j 730 15 656 59
8-rJ 2:00 Prj 3: (") Fn 1(")1 9~)-J(. ~,O1 108*

t:; : on HI 6:00 HI 600 60 !~-53 87-. -
,'3: 00 A1'1 9: 1)0An 770 1:2 '1.02 350

E-Vl 2:00 HI 3:01) Hl 935 25* .1.;.;~1 1-189
5:00 PI"1 6:00 H! 7°,0 r;, :;1Q 480
~.nf] !ll 9.00 AT! 557 (, ~',50 201*. '

\'l-E 2,:00 PI'T 3:on FI-! 566 11 :;60 195
~:;:00 PI,J 6cCC pn -:;'7 F.3 66 :;;21 51

Direction 'rl!:Je 01 a IJscrV,Jtlon Tr;t" .L .l.e VO.LU"!CTn wuFrom co Total. Le!t stralgh"E Rl[;nt
C. : CC~ J\J'1 9:00 J\J.l 2230 753 1~~'Jr.\ 1[;7

N-S ;:':00 F'l'1 3:0() pr,l 2r>51 702 1169 180
5:00 PI,l 6:00 Hl 1793 690 10ry; o~~-
ij :00 :,11 9:00 AI'1 1617 200 12D5 212 ,

S-N 2:00 PI'l 3:00 m 1828 2C:7 13.01 * 2lju
5:00 PH 6.0n Fr-l 1533 219 1'11;~ 20::-:. -
,3:00 !J1 9:00 All 1513 111 605 797

E-1" 2:00 Ffr1 3:00 PI,I 1599 '120 6:') 79(1,j

5:00 PH 6:00 HJ 11,76 95 5,r~o 801*-
;.3: 00 AH 9:00 AI'1 1163 129 612 lj27

W-E ~:OO H1 ~.()n PI1 1232 139* Gr;{j LI13- . - -

5:00 ~OfiI 6:oa PI,} 920 117 453 350
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TobIe A.5 . Vehicle Composition of the PeaK FJ.O\J.

vehlC-LC grou;.;s". ,a +'ri ,-,
H(1-1 a ~ e;J. r--.• H ~H 0 :=>" H Ul c;j oj <lJ 00 <lJ - 0 ,-~II <lJ 'd t:.'l~~

.0 .0 ~ OJ <lJ ,-j <lJ -......-so: ~ui •.-j (H ..-j ~<lJ 0 .<:: Ha ~ 'ci.> ~ ttl 0'<:: ~<lJ ;3: Ul <lJ+'•.-j ~ <lJ •.-j bOttl::s .~~ Ori co ::s ClJ •.-j+' ri S ~ f--<' ,0 0 .<:: p. gg0 riO ~'<: <lJ ~a I Qla H~ UlQl C\J •.-j ~ 0 Ul p." o Q) PI 00 ~ 'd Ul" P.e: Ul ::s (1)0)0

~~ ~
+' I

,~ ~
~

UlH•.-j OQl ::s
~ (\j Qlf! o ..-j &:~p ~> j:Il p..." ...: f--< ::;:;P'1 ~;>

L ')1:3 50 4 48 63 24 330 - 7[j(J
. M-3 8 12Lf5 2 - 41b , 199 131 497 - 14::;:2
Ul 135 1 3 15 5 10 101 189Ql R -1-1' ..

L <::::)0 1 64 42 40 109 '""'(1 -;;0 - - c,;;:.J•.-j
',"' 11Lf') b 1 342 279 117 400 1301.e: S-N oJ -

~ R rl':J 1 - 53 43 28 89 - 2Lf7
'H L .43 - - 17 15 5 63 - 129a
til E-W " b09 31 11 '/9, 101 9'( 28/j 2 '(93oJ
Ql R 5')1 56 29 96 106 52 212 - 801
~£:-; L 1CJLf - 2 6 13 12 '(0 1 1J~)
ri W-E S ')b') 25 '( 8') 142 65 261 - 7Lf'(ri
< R )')1 3 - 101 39 27 181 - 4jLf
Ql 6 .• - -
ri L 151 42 33 40 30 - - 2j2
0 N-S S dLf9 3 - 493 203 150 - - '(uU•.-j
.<:: R .43 2 3 19 7 12 - - L((
~
bO L 1U9 - - 5/j 31 20 - - 99s:: S-N S 891 5 1 412 293 180 - - 313'.-j
> R 116 - - 61 39 16 - - 108a
:>:: L 2:; - 1 13 7 4 - - ,) r:-

~:J.p
E-vT C' 357 50 17 67 107 116 - - 433til oJ

ttl
Il LI09 47 31 105 124 102 - - 514••••

» L 1:;> - 2 2 3 8 - - 1:)
'~ ,..,-E S 3j2 29 7 9CJ 128 98 - - 3'/5
0 21') 1 117 65 32 20-1R - - -
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control \'18S nssumed
traffic' phases are

367

"--- I !':
410 _E~-_

~j,t\~
35'----l•.~37 4

...•....w= 196

APE emli ;.:- 13
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A three traffic phase system of signal
suitable for the intersection. The assumed
representecl in the following d agram.

B.2 Selection of Traffic Phase

On the basis of peak hour flow the following peal: flO\': digagram
VlaSestLlblished.

In the determination ofs'ign3l timing the follm;ing steps were
carried out.

J~L ~ULJ ilL
===r ~ = ==" == =

,1, r- IT~F ITI
7
,
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B.3 Determination of Vehicle Clearance IntervaJ

iii) In absence of separate right turning lane no e~clusively
right turning phase has been taken into consideration.

i

! I

I
I.!,

A E- 'II = /1./:./:. sec.

5 sec.'5 sec.

l\. N-3= 4.80 sec.

t= 1 sec
v= 45 kph (obtained from spot spee(l.study)

= 41 .. 07 fps.
a= 15 fps2
w= 80ft(for N-S direction)

= 65ft (for E-N direction)
1= 20 ft

iv) Pedes train crossing is more facilitated in tluree phase
system than a two phase system.

As per recommendation of the 'Traffic Engineering Handbook
(19C~) the following formula vi8s used to deterfllinethe clearance
interval which incorporates a safe stopping distance.

t A V 1"1+11\= +" a+ V-
';:hereA= Clearance interval, sec.

t= Perception-reaction time, sec.
v= Approach speed of clearing vehicle in fps.
a= Deceleration rate of clearing vehicle in fps.
Vi= Intersection width, ft.
1= Length of vehicle,ft.

'fhe :}ssumed three phase system Vias considered cuitable on the
b:K'l.Sof the folloViing reasons •.

i) Three phases instead of" two phases reduce more conflicts.
ii) The numbers of right turning traffic from the east and

the west legs are appreciably high.

From field investigation and obtaining SUCC8~ted data the
follo,:ing values \':ereused,



n.11 ConsiderRtion for Pedestrian Crossings

Pedestrians, crossine roads, were not found ,immoderate. Hence
no e;:clusive phase for p'3destrian crossing Vias 0.8sUJTIedand the
pedestricm crossing time \'/aS allowed to run concurrently with the
vehicle 'Go' period \':hich is usual practice. ,Thus, pedes train
crossing times determine ,the minimum red phase for the street
being crossed.

For phase 1, minimumred tiMe, R1=5+3~g- 19.06 [3ec. \'ih",re
5 sec. is the assumed pedestrian start up time, theS-U street is
52 it vide' and pedes trains are assumed to \'/alk at 3.5 fps.

For phase-II, min. red time, R2= 19.86 sec.

For phase-III,min. red time, R3= 5+ j:5 = 10.71 Gee.

B.5 Determination of Optimum Cycle Length

Usin[': Webster (195G) method optimum cycle 1;i7;1e,C = 1.5L+5
, 0 1-y

i';here, L= total lost time
= nl+ R
- 2: (l-A)+2:l

';iherl), n= no. of phases

1= average lost time per phase(usually starti~g delay
only)', excluding any all-red intervalG. '

11=total time during each cycle when all signals
display red simultaneously.

I= Intergreen period (closing amber+all red time)

A= amber time

y= ~ Yi

'!11ere Yi= ratio of approach flow to saturation flo',1 at i th
phase.
'-1i

::-
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To JIIinhlL.ethe impatience among drivers awaiting the. signal
change, ',:hichmay result in starting through the intersection before
the green indic8tion appears, it W33 supposed to be satisfnctory
to supplement the normal amber interval with a short all-red interval
to permit clearnnce of the intersection before cross traffic is
released.

Thu::;,tho vehicle cle'Jrence interval of 5 sec. vm::; subllivided
into an amber time of 3 sec. and an all-red time of 2 sec. thereafter.

Average lost time perphase was assumed to be 2 sec. as suggested.

Saturation flow was assumed 3600 pcu per leg considering two
laned rOnd\i:::Yon each. approach.

In colculating approach volumes the effects of turning traffic
(Transportation exTrnffic Engineering Handbook, 1982) \';ereconsidered
as follO\,'s.

1) Effect of right turning traffic

a) for the case vii thout separate right' turning phase
1 right turn=1.75 times straight ahead vehicle.

b) for C8se viith separate right turning phase no correction
iG re'Iuired.

II) Effect of left turning traffic:- If left turning vehicles
form oppreci'J.blymore than 10% of the ,traffic a correction \Iould
be made for the e;:cess over 10% by assuming 1 left turner=1.25 strai-
ght ahend vchicles.

Thus, the opproach flo\'!& the saturation flo\'/were calculated
as follows :

,
q1(N) = 765+1.75(35)+103+1.25(124)=1084 pcu.

Q1(S) = 74011.75(93 )+29=932 pcu.

Q2(W) = 374+196+13=583 pcu
Q3(E)", LdO+367",23=800 pcu



1

= 0.259

sec.

= 73 sec.

0.222 (73-12)=20U.683""

1.5X12+5
1-0.685"

Effective green time for each phase ViaS COl1PUtcclas follows:-

~here gei = effective green time for ith phase.

lZe1 = 0.301 (73-12) =27 sec.0.685

Ge2 = .0•.16
(73-12) = 14- sec.

0.685

ilchwl r:reen time for each phase was computed 'J.S follows:

',;here G .. = actual green time for i th phase.a~

G~" = 13 sec.
(>,~

G33 = 19 sec.

Ga1 = 27 +2-3=26 sec.

c =o

'" ~ ,_i 'J:;;: ~ 3600 pcu.')1 ,- '.)3

1084 Y1(s)
932

0.301 ~ 5600Y1(N) ~
.:>1"00 ~

Y2('T) = 0.162 Y3t!,:)~0.222

B.6 ~~litting the eycle:
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E.7 Check for Pedestrian Requirement

=(13+19+2X3+3X2) sec = 44 sec. > 18.71 sec.

the optimum cycle time and its splits are a.le•...

Prom the 8ctual green times the minimum reeltime( of all the
three phases)



C~I Traffic Phase

phase 3

on 82ch approach.18nc::3

phase 2

518,-=E

~'W~"::(=
,. '147

W i~29

There viill be seperate .left turninG l::me excluding the
above mentioned thrEe lanes.

s
peak flow configuration

Determination of Signal Timing B~ on!1ixed Vehicles

APPENDIX-C

3) Left turners wilJ be allowed. to n!ove aJ.l the time.

1) There ",ill be at leClst three

2)

The fo11owing three phase system is selected suitable.

On the basis of the proposed improvencntthe following
r;"lcu1ation is mE,de.

In determining the signal timing for mi::ro traffic the following
improvement is proposed first.

phase -I

J~L
= =

,11 F



C.2 Vehicle Clearance Interval
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t= 1 sec.

sec = 6 sec.5.88

These values are suggested for only fast moving vehicles
and not for the mixed traffic conditions. Therefore, the
actual vehicle clearance time may deviate slightly from
the calculated value, which has been ignored in this
study due to the lack of such data for the mixed traffic
condition.

~ 27.87 + 90+20~-S= 1+~X 15 27.87=
AE_W= 1+iX 2Ts87 + ~~:@?= 5~34 sec = 6 sec.

The vehicle clearance interval of 6 second is divided
into an amber of 4 second and an all-red.interval of
2 second thereafter.

v= 30.57 kph= 27.87 fps (From Fig.3.4)
a= 15* fps2
w= 90 ft (for N-S direction)
= 75 ft (for E-W direction)
1= 20*ft

A = t+t :! + w+1
a v

From field investigation and obtained suggested data
(Traffic Engineering Hand Book, 1965),

*



C.6 C)wc'.: for Pedestrian Reluirement

ge1= 33 sec.

ge2= 24 sec.
• I

ge3= 27 sec.

= 31 sec.
= 22- sec.
= 25 sec.

61

liini!'1\_"11 red time = 22.+25+2x4-+3x2- b 1 sec. > 27 cec. so. 0, k.

effect ive c;reen t me,

l1inim'}nl reel time for pedestrian crossing,
- '16R = 5+0;-,.:' = 27 sec.

_' • ..J

. Dctu:}l creen time, .ga 1

ga2

ga3

:11(N) = '11 1432+1.75x105. = 0.299
s1

-- 5400

Y1(;:;)
912+1;75X237 = 0.246-- ::AOO

Optimum cycle time,

C = 1.5::12+5 - 96 sec .•
a 1-o.m--

C.5 Cycle Split

C.3 Pedestrian. Crossing

C.4 optJE.UJH Cycle Time



APPENDIX - D

ANALYSIS OF DELAY AT THE II'lTKU'~C'l'IOH

'i
\

i,
!
, I,

2+ (0.814) ,
2~1(1-U.B14)

-(.'.65(- 73 2)i (0.814)(2+5XO.370)
a.3M

O. G1+

= 0.301 vis

x2 c 1. (2+.57<)
+ "(1 ) - 0.65(~)~xc.l -x "l ~

c= 73 sec.

= 24- sec.

A= ~ = 0.370
'...l=1084/3600v Ie

1084
x= U. j70<')000 =

D.2.1 Delay on the North APproach

The follovling formula(Viohl & Wlrtin, 1957) derived by Ylebster

D.;:> Delay CornputCltion for only Fnst Movin[~Vehicles under Existing
Approc.clt Widths.

62

(1962) vIas used.
?

d= c(1-:>")"
- 2{ 1-~)l)

.:here, d= average delay per vehicle on the Vtr-ticul2.r approach.
c= cycle-time.
'1. = proportion of the cycle I'lhich is effoctively green for

the phase under consideration.
=~c

ge = effective green time
q = flow on the particular apjCro8.chunder consideration

in vehicle/sec.
x = degree of saturation

q
=-s-

s = saturetion flow

Delay at the intersection was determine,l on tlle basis of
',iebster's delay analysis teclmirjus uGing tll'J (e:~icned signal timing.
Delay analysis Viasmade for different approaches. The computation
for determining the delay and 'lueue lengths are sho\ffi hereinafter.

D.r Determination of Delay -



;;= 0.700

73:5- (2+5xO.370)
__ ~) (0.700)
0.30 .

- 0;65 (

"
(O.811t2xO.222 1-0.811)
-0.65( 22- 2),z(O.811)(2+5Y.:0.274)

0.222. .

"2(O'R4-4Y+ xO. -6...•Z..•.t-1-- 0-.-U~4-4-)
i, (2+5xO.192. )

- o. 65 (u.~22.<' ) ~ ( 0.84 4 ) .

11 = 0.192

>.. = 0.370 '--1=0.2'59 V/G.

d=

_. 29 sec.

c= 73 sec. A= 0.274 '1=0.222 vIs }:=O.811

D.2.ll Delay on the East Appro8ch

'A= ~l-=O. 3~LI q= O. 114.9 v! s x=0.870

(0.870 2 .
+2x6.449t1-0.870)

D.3.1 Delay on the North ApproClch

c= 96 sec.

- o. 65e

= 33 sec.
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= 37 sec.

d- ~fi1_0.192)2
- ~ 1-0.192xO.844)

c= 73 ses.

= 21 sec.

0.2.3 De18Y on the West Approach

c= 73 sec.

0.2.2 Delay on the Seuth Approach

D.3 De12.y Compi,tation for the Mixed Vehicle '"ith proposed
Improvement of ftppro2ches.
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D.3. 3 Del".;'! em the West Approach

x ~ 0.864-

J. (2+5;~O.250)
) 3(0.871) .

q=0.3E>9 vis x~ 0.71+

q~0.327 vis x~ 0.871

( 0.871)2
~2xO. 327fT=<J.87TY

_ o.65( 96
0.3272

c= 96 ::;ec. A = 0.344

c~ 96 ece;. A = 0.281 '1= 0.31:>4 vir;

96( 1-".281/ ~O.864)2
d~ "(l-C'.28V:O.864) +0:0-;:'3-;1;:( 1-0.864)

- 0.65 (o:~m2 )! (O.S6lt)(2+5XO.2S1)
-- 37 sec.

= 40 sec.

c~ 96 sec. A ~o.250

96(1-0.250)2
d~ 2(1~U.2'503T.""S71}

96(1_'_.;4/+)2 (0.714)2
d~ 2(1-U.31t4:'.u.?14j+Z( 0.%9) (1-0.714)

~ 28 sec. -0.65(O~~~92 )'}(0.714-) (2+5:x:O.344)

D. 3.2 Dslc'.y on the South Approach



D.L: Delay of the Vehicles! II!-vestigeted in the: Field

L . (.' t Tab! humber of vehicles stOlJpCc 1.1. i ,):'o(".chvolume
T:l.'!~c !':~:L!:"J..l)-':8 in the a )[Jro.3ch 2.t tir".e. NurnlJor Number nostarting Qt) +fJ sec. +<'U sec. +I.,u sec. stapp inc stopping

-
::'.: 00 M.1 C 7- 0 '7 5

-- -
G :01 " 18 19 3 11'; 2

8:02 " 15 16 0 :; 0

8:03 " 8 10 18 7 15

8:01, " f3 12 18 15 2

3:05 " 10 1+ 6 " 4-
.

8:06 " 1n 12 1L, '7 5

8 :07 " 19 10 4 j 7

8:CX3 " 16 19 0 11 0

5:09 " 13 17 15 10 9

,CJ:10 " 18 (1 1/, 6 3
--_ .._.- ,

Sub-t0t81 135 122 101 . 1)6 52

TOTfIL 358 13r.

SamplinG Procs~ure for Intcrucction DoJ.uy
(1 (1 Minutes of Dilts on the N'Jrth Arproo.ch
Collected on 9-8-89) ( For Fast MovinG Vehicles)

SCC.= 83.26 sec.

sec. =51.88 sec.

••••• J _-<

358X20
86

358X20
1 %U-"oJ

tot"l (1,,1 :.,-,<... ..,.- . .;

number of ct0j)ping vehicles

TABLE J). 1

P t f I. 1 + d' 86 10 '-erccn- 0 ve nc es s _oppe = ~ X C'=

D.h.1 Computntion of Del;oy

A.voror,e delay per appro8ch vehicle=

A.vcr8U: rIel8Y per stoPIJed vehicle

>



Computation of Queue Lengths
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The queue lengths for all '?ppropch are Gno:J.ized below •

d= 10.5 sec.

or, n='lR \'ihichever is tho :J.:~rcor.nRn=T + 'ld

q= O.130v/s R= 44 sec.

n= 6 vehicles.

n. 6. 2 Jueue I~ength on the South Approoch

'1= 0.151 vis
R=44 sec.

n.6.1 .,,:ueueLength on the North Approach

'1= actual rate of flo'ti, vehicle/Sec.
R= red phase in sec.
d= average delay per vehicle, in sec.

cb12 sec.
0.151XLt't 0 151 1"n= 2 +. X "- =5,

or, n=O.151x4~=7, larger
so 7 vehicles.

The above formula only permits determin"tion of the average
or th2.t 'lueue vihich \','ill be exceeded during appro::.iI'Jately 5 cycles
out of every 10 (\'Iohl & Nartin,1967).

D.G Computotion of ~ueuc Lengths for only Fo.:~tMavin,; Vehicles.

'J'he .::.ollo't:ing apprCXi"l,3te formu18 for dei:cl'!1inin[;. the average
'lv.cue length interms 'of number of vehicles at t]l'~ bec;ining of the
((reen period for th,~ appro8ch. ::J.S developed by ':e1):::tor(1958) ':lRS used
for the purpose of computation of queue length.

'ihere, n= average number of vehicles per lome using \:ai ting in
queue at the start of green period.
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D.G._ --,','.0'-",' Length on the West .Approach

d= 18.5 sec.

d=12.33 sec.

d= 13.'3sec.

d= 14.'.5 sec.R=51 sec.

R=67 sec.

R=70 sec.

'1=\1.121 v IS

D= 8 vehicles.

P. '7.1: 'll'eue Length. on the East Afproach

D.7.1 Queue. Length on the North Approach.

'1= O,150vp R=61 sec. d= 11 sec.

n,- 10 vehicles.

D.7.::': 'J"ol)e Length on the South Approach

'1-0.123 v Is R= 61 sec. d= 93.3 sec.

D= 8 vehicles.

D.7.::; .Jucue Length on th", West ApfToach

,=O.081V(S R=57 sec.

n= 5 vehicles.,

D.C.!: lueue. Length on the Fest Approach

'1= 0.111 v p
n= 6 vehicles.

D.7 ,COlwlltc'tion of Queue' Lengths for the Mixed Vehicles
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